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ABSTRACT: The apparent inability of a single biomaterial to meet all the requirements for tissue engineering scaffolds has led to con-

tinual research in novel engineered biomaterials. One method to provide new materials and fine-tune their properties is via mixing

materials. In this study, a biodegradable powder blend of poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL), polyglycolide (PGA), and poly(ethylene oxide)

(PEO) was prepared and three-dimensional interconnected porous PCL/PGA scaffolds were fabricated by combining cryomilling and

compression molding/polymer leaching techniques. The resultant porous scaffolds exhibited co-continuous morphologies with �50%

porosity. Mean pore sizes of 24 and 56 lm were achieved by varying milling time. The scaffolds displayed high mechanical properties

and water uptake, in addition to a remarkably fast degradation rate. The results demonstrate the potential of this fabrication

approach to obtain PCL/PGA blend scaffolds with interconnected porosity. In general, these results provide significant insight into an

approach that will lead to the development of new composites and blends in scaffold manufacturing. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J.

Appl. Polym. Sci. 2015, 132, 42471.
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INTRODUCTION

Tissue engineering is an encouraging therapeutic strategy that

aims to fabricate biological tissue for the replacement of

diseased and/or damaged tissues or organs, also capable to over-

come drawbacks of artificial organs and organ transplanta-

tion.1,2 Typically cells isolated from a patient and supplemented

with growth factors are cultured in a three-dimensional (3D)

porous scaffold to regenerate new tissues.1,3 With this ultimate

goal, the scaffold must exhibit a combination of physical and

chemical properties suited for the particular application, in

addition to basic requirements for tissue engineering. In general,

the scaffold should be biocompatible and bioresorbable with a

3D interconnected porous structure, and mechanical properties

closely matching those of the target tissue. Also, the scaffold

degradation rate should match the tissue healing rate allowing

proper tissue regeneration.4–8 Several synthetic polymers—such

as poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL), polyglycolide (PGA), and poly-

lactide (PLA)—as well as natural polymers—such as collagen,

alginate, and chitosan—have been investigated as suitable scaf-

fold matrices.4–6 However, the inability of a neat biocompatible

polymer to fulfill all the demands for tissue engineering scaf-

folds has led to increased interest in blends and composites

amid advantages of more improved and tunable properties

(degradation, biocompatibility, thermal, barrier, and mechani-

cal), improved integration with native tissue, and lower cost.9,10

Polymer blends offer a simple approach to combine the proper-

ties of materials without the added complexity of development

of a new copolymer.11–13 Blending polymers with different deg-

radation profiles may allow customization of the physical and

mechanical properties along with the rate of degradation.11–13

Among the scaffold fabrication technologies, the selective poly-

mer extraction from co-continuous immiscible blends is one of

the promising technologies, enabling control over scaffold mor-

phology.14–16 Scaffolds with open interconnected porosity and

different pore size distributions can be designed by this tech-

nique.15–18 In 2011, we reported the development of another

novel phase separation/porogen extraction approach based on

cryomilling combined with compression molding and selective

polymer leaching techniques (CCM-SPL) to prepare co-

continuous porous scaffolds. The underlying mechanism behind

the CCM-SPL technique is the formation of homogeneous

blends from immiscible polymer pairs during cryomilling fol-

lowed by phase separation and coarsening of the resulting co-

continuous blend morphologies during hot molding. The last
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step of the CCM-SPL approach is selective leaching of one con-

tinuous polymer phase, which produces interconnected porosity

in the scaffold. The approach was demonstrated with the prepa-

ration of co-continuous PCL scaffolds utilizing poly(ethylene

oxide) (PEO) as a water-soluble porogen.19 Details on the

effects of several process parameters on scaffold properties were

reported earlier.19,20 The main advantages of the approach are

its simplicity, interconnected porosity, and cylindrical wall struc-

tures that are strong enough for load-bearing tissue regeneration

applications.19,20 The CCM-SPL processing technique can be

applied to a large variety of polymer blends and composites,

enabling high level of control over pore size and porosity while

minimizing the presence of potentially harmful solvents.

This study demonstrates the preparation of PCL/PGA scaffolds

from PCL/PGA/PEO blends using the CCM-SPL approach and

utilizing the PEO water-soluble porogen. PCL is a semicrystal-

line, biocompatible but hydrophobic material with low cell

affinity that has been advocated to be particularly appropriate

for long-term implantable devices because of its low degrada-

tion rate (>2 years).12,21,22 PGA is a highly crystalline aliphatic

polyester which exhibits a high tensile modulus and very low

solubility in organic solvents.22,23 It is more hydrophilic than

PCL and degrades significantly faster by hydrolysis (3–4

months), losing mechanical integrity in aqueous solution or in

vivo between 2 and 4 weeks, posing challenges for long-term

applications.13,22–26 Consequently, it is expected that a PCL/

PGA blend could offer wide possibilities to optimize degrada-

tion, mechanical properties, and hydrophilicity, while improving

bioactivity, in addition to overcoming inherent limitations of its

constituents.12,13 Aghdam et al. (2012) reported electrospinning

nanofibrous blends of PCL and PGA with higher hydrophilicity

as well as mechanical properties as the PGA content was

increased.12 The molecular characteristics of the polymers, the

blending ratio,12,13 as well as the processing conditions should

enable tunability of the PCL/PGA blend performance to meet

the strict application requirements.

However, aliphatic polyesters are mutually immiscible,27 and

thus, form multiphase structures. Properties of multiphase

materials are generally affected by three main factors, namely,

the properties of the component polymers, the adhesion

between the phases, and the blend morphology.18 Therefore,

compatibilization is needed to make blends with fine micro-

structures and good mechanical properties. In the CCM-SPL

technique, the solid-state cryomilling is used to homogeneously

blend and compatibilize the polymeric components.28–31 By

using polymers with significantly different melting temperatures,

PGA can be retained in the form of as-milled particles at a

processing temperature below its melting point, while PCL and

PEO melt forming the co-continuous matrix of the blend. The

initially homogeneous dispersion of PGA is predicted to be sus-

tained during the hot molding step due to low bulk flow, lack

of shear forces during the compression molding process, and

stronger interfaces between the milled components. The result-

ing melt-molded polymer blend will have well-dispersed PGA

particles in a PCL/PEO matrix. In this study, PCL, PGA, and

PEO were mixed in a 40 : 10 : 50 wt % composition ratio. A

small amount of PGA (20 : 80 wt % PGA : PCL) was used as a

filler; this amount should affect the properties of scaffolds12

while not inhibiting the continuity of the PCL matrix. Cryo-

milled polymer mixtures were compression-molded and PEO

was removed by immersing the scaffolds in water. The produced

scaffolds were tested for hydrophilicity, morphological, thermal,

mechanical, and degradation properties demonstrating the

potential of this fabrication approach as a route to obtain

porous PCL/PGA blend scaffolds with interconnected porosity,

higher hydrophilicity, and degradability. The work presented in

this article was later extended by Jonnalagadda et al. (2014,

2015) to establish and validate the proper cryomilling time that

would yield to optimal chondrocyte adhesion, proliferation, and

GAG secretion for articular cartilage tissue engineering.32,33

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Poly(e-caprolactone) (CAPA6506) powder (only 2% above 600

lm), with a number average molecular weight (Mn) of �47,500

was obtained from Perstorp UK Limited, UK. It has a melting

temperature range of 58–608C and a density of 1.14 g/cm3 (at

608C). Poly(glycolide) in an extruded-pellet form was purchased

from Lakeshore Biomaterials/Brookwood Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,

USA. It has a specific gravity of 1.53, a glass transition tempera-

ture (Tg) of 39.98C (DSC), a melting point (Tm) of 221.98C

(DSC), and a crystallinity of 35.4% (DSC). Poly(ethylene oxide)

fine powder (Mesh-20, 96–100%) with a viscosity average

molecular weight (Mv) of 100,000 was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich, USA. It has a density of 1.13 g/cm3 (at 258C), a Tg of

2678C, and a Tm of 658C. Although PCL, PEO, and PGA are

FDA approved for biomedical use, nonmedical polymer grades

were used in this study since no cell-culture studies were

planned at this stage. PCL and PEO polymers were selected in

accordance with our previous studies, which established the suc-

cess of the CCM-SPL approach in producing porous PCL from

the selected PEO porogen19,20; furthermore, other research

groups also demonstrated successful fabrication using the melt-

mixing approach.14,16 Distilled water was used in porogen

extraction. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich,

USA) and silica gel (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were also used in the

study. A 0.01 M PBS (0.138 M NaCl; 0.0027 M KCl) solution

was obtained by dissolving one pouch of PBS powder in 1 L of

distilled water.

Scaffold Fabrication

Prior to polymer blending, PGA pellets (1.5 g) were ground

into powder by cryogenically milling in a SPEX 6770 Sample-

Prep Freezer mill (SPEX CertiPrep Group, Inc., USA). Actual

milling was performed for 18 min to attain PGA powders with

a particle size comparable to those of as-received PCL and PEO

(Figure 1). Next, PCL/PGA scaffolds were fabricated via the pre-

viously described CCM-SPL approach.19,20 In brief, manually

mixed 1.5 g powder samples of 40 : 10 : 50 wt % PCL/PGA/

PEO were first dried in 15 mL glass vials in a vacuum desicca-

tor (Scienceware, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) with silica gel desiccant

for at least 48 h prior to milling. Next, samples were blended in

the SPEX 6770 Freezer mill and then dried in the desiccator for

at least 48 h before molding. Subsequently, large flakes were

manually removed and samples were loaded in a mold with
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�9-mm-diameter cylindrical cavities. Assuming homogeneous

blend compositions and using materials densities, the mass

loadings were calculated to slightly overfill the mold cavities to

maintain a constant volume of �827.0 mm3 for each sample

upon full closure of the mold. Then samples were compression

molded at 1008C into �9 mm 3 13 mm cylinders in a Carver

bench top laboratory press (Carver, Inc., Wabash, IN, USA).

The fabricated product characteristics are sensitive to the major

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of as-received (a,b) PCL and (c,d) PEO; (e,f) ground PGA; and (g) as-received PGA.
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process parameters such as cryomilling time, molding tempera-

ture, and blend composition.19,20 In this study, the effect of cry-

omilling time on scaffold properties was investigated through

milling powders at two milling times: 36 (PCL/PGA36) and 90

(PCL/PGA90) min of actual milling time; times were selected

for comparison with neat PCL results.20

After molding, samples were immersed in distilled water in

their 15 mL glass vials, at room temperature, and the water was

changed every day until the wet sample achieved constant

weight (�10 days) in order to dissolve the water-soluble PEO

porogen. After porogen extraction, the samples were removed

from water, blotted dry, and dried in a vacuum oven at �408C

until the dry sample achieved constant weight (�5 days). At

last, scaffolds were stored in the desiccator until characteriza-

tion. Samples were weighed and measured after the molding,

porogen leaching, and drying steps. Each sample’s diameter and

height were repeatedly measured with an electronic caliper

(n 5 5); measurements were then averaged for volume calcula-

tion. PCL scaffolds were also fabricated from PCL/PEO 50 : 50

wt % using the same approach to serve as a control sample.

Scaffold Characterization

Cross-sectional morphologies of the scaffolds were observed

under a Hitachi S-4300 SE/N high-resolution field emission

scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Hitachi, Japan) after

sputter coating with a gold/palladium alloy in a Technics

Hummer V Sputter Coater. Samples were fractured in liquid

nitrogen and mounted on the SEM sample holder using an alu-

minum stub with double-sided carbon tape. Two cross-sections

were observed on each sample to investigate homogeneity

throughout the depth of the scaffold. Image analysis was carried

out using SIMAGIS software (Smart Imaging Technologies,

Houston, TX, USA) in order to obtain quantitative information

on pore size. The porosity of the scaffold samples was deter-

mined via a gravimetric method using the apparent density of

the scaffold (qscaffold) estimated by means of dividing its mass

by its volume, and the bulk density of the nonporous scaffold

material (qPCL1PGA):16

Porosity ð%Þ 5 12
qscaff fold

qPCL1PGA

� �
3100% (1)

Related to porosity is the extent of continuity of the porogen

phase, which was evaluated using the weight of the PEO poro-

gen in the sample before and after extraction, both calculated

from the weight fraction of PEO in the blend assuming homo-

geneous blends:16,17

%Continuity of PEO 5
weight PEOinitial2weight PEOfinal

weight PEOinitial

3100%

(2)

The water uptake (bulk water absorption) was evaluated accord-

ing to eq. (3) using the wet weight (mwet) of the samples after

complete porogen leaching and the dry weight (mdry) after dry-

ing in the vacuum oven. Then the fraction of scaffold volume

filled with water was calculated via dividing the volume of pores

occupied with water by the total wet volume of the scaffold,

where the volume of pores occupied by water was deduced

from the weight difference between the dry and wet

samples:34,35

Water uptake ð%Þ 5
mwet2mdry

mdry

� �
3100% (3)

The compressive properties of scaffold samples were determined

using a Shimadzu AGSJ Series Autograph universal testing

machine (Shimadzu Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) at

room temperature using a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min. The

elastic compressive modulus and compression strength of the

sample were determined utilizing calculated stress–strain (r–e)

curves, where the modulus was determined via linear regression

analysis as the slope of the initial linear elastic portion of the

r–e curve and the compressive strength was measured at �10%

strain in the plateau region,36,37 after toe region correction for

the zero-strain point following the ASTM D695-08 standard

methodology.38

Thermal degradation studies were carried out on PCL/PGA36

scaffolds to assess if polymers degraded during fabrication by

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on a TA Instruments Q5000IR

thermogravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments, USA). Specimens

(�5–15 mg) were heated in platinum pans from 25 to 10008C

under inert flowing nitrogen (50 mL/min) at a heating rate of

108C/min. OriginPro 8.5 software (OriginLab Corporation,

Northampton, MA, USA) was used to analyze the thermogravi-

metric (TG) and derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curves for

residual mass and peak degradation temperature (Td), respec-

tively. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were

conducted to provide information about the thermal properties,

crystalline structure, and compatibility of the blend scaffolds after

fabrication, particularly since crystallinity plays an important role

in the physical properties and the biodegradability of the scaf-

folds.39 DSC specimens (�5–10 mg) were analyzed in a TA

Instruments Q1000 differential scanning calorimeter (TA Instru-

ments, USA) using aluminum pans and nitrogen purge gas

(50 mL/min). Specimens were first quenched at 2108C/min to

21008C before being heated to 2608C at a heating rate of 108C/

min. They were then maintained at 2608C for 1 min and subse-

quently cooled to 21008C at a cooling rate of 108C/min. After

holding at 21008C for 1 min, specimens were finally heated to

2608C at 108C/min. The resulting DSC curves were analyzed using

OriginPro 8.5 software to determine transition temperatures and

enthalpies. The melting and crystallization temperatures (Tm and

Tc) were noted as temperatures corresponding to the peaks of

melting and crystallization, respectively. The glass transition tem-

perature (Tg) was noted as the temperature corresponding to the

midpoint of the glass transition. The melting (DHm) and crystalli-

zation (DHc) enthalpies were calculated from corresponding peak

areas below and above the baseline, respectively. The degree of

crystallinity of a polymer (Xc) was determined by the fusion

enthalpy method using eq. (4),17,40 with the value of DHm, PCL,

100%crystal (the melting enthalpy of 100% crystalline PCL) 5 139.5

J/g,34 and DHm, PGA, 100% crystal (the melting enthalpy of 100%

crystalline PGA) 5 183.2 J/g:41

Xc;A ð%Þ5
DHm;A

DHm;A;100% crystal

3
1

wtA%
100

� � 100% (4)
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where DHm,A and wtA% designate the measured melting

enthalpy and weight percentage of polymer A in the scaffold,

respectively. First heating scans were analyzed to reflect both the

type of existing materials and the general physical structure

(amorphous, crystalline, and semicrystalline) developed during

processing. Second heating scans correspond to materials prop-

erties after erasing their thermal histories.

Scaffold In Vitro Degradation Study

Hydrolytic in vitro degradation of porous PCL/PGA36 scaffolds

was performed in PBS solution over a 5-week period in an

incubator (Percival Scientific, Inc., Boone, IA, USA) at 378C

under static conditions. Nine pre-weighed dry samples (�9 3

13 mm) were immersed in glass vials containing �15 mL of

PBS solution (pH 7.6) and stored in the incubator. The PBS

solution was changed every 2 days (pH dropped from 7.6 to a

minimum of 6.6). Samples were removed after 1, 3, and 5 weeks

for degradation analysis. At each point of time, three samples

were analyzed and the obtained values were averaged. Samples

were washed with distilled water and vacuum dried at �408C

for 3 days to assure dryness and no thermal degradation. Mass

loss and compression properties in unconfined compression

were analyzed. Mass loss was calculated by comparing the initial

weight (m0) with the weight measured at a given point of time

(mt) as follows:

Mass loss ð%Þ 5
m02mt

m0

3100% (5)

Statistical Analysis

All quantitative results were expressed as mean 6 standard devi-

ation. Measurements were obtained from at least triplicate sam-

ples. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for

statistical differences among different scaffolds mean properties

using OriginPro 8.5 software. The Tukey test was used to com-

pare each two means. Data were taken to be significant when a

p-value of 0.05 or less was obtained.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PCL/PGA/PEO Cryomilled Powder Blends

PGA pellets with approximate mean dimensions of 515 3 1515

lm [Figure 1(g)] were cryomilled to produce a powder on a

similar size scale as the PCL and PEO powders. SEM micro-

graphs of a PGA powder cryomilled for 18 min are shown in

Figure 1(e,f). Cryomilled PGA particles exhibited a flake-like

morphology with particle size ranging from �35 to �540 lm,

whereas unmilled PCL particles appeared angular with smooth

surfaces and particle size ranging from �40 to �685 lm [Figure

1(a,b)]. Moreover, unmilled PEO particles had aggregate, rough

shapes with particle sizes ranging from �8 to �400 lm [Figure

1(c,d)]. Although the three particle morphologies were different,

the size scales were comparable.

SEM micrographs of PCL/PGA/PEO powders cryomilled for 36

and 90 min are shown in Figure 2(a–c and d–f), respectively.

Flake-like individual and layered particles were apparent in the

micrographs. The layered appearance resulted from layers of

material which were fractured, flattened, and then cold-welded

during the cryomilling process. Particles were irregular with

particle sizes in the range of �65 to �1175 lm and �60 to

�1490 lm, respectively. However, individual PCL, PGA, and

PEO phase domains or layers are not differentiable from SEM

images. Because of the limitations of microscopy, effect of cryo-

milling time on phase domains will be discerned from the size

of pores and pore walls after extracting the PEO.

PCL/PGA36 Scaffolds

Figure 3(a–c) shows a typical morphology of the PCL/PGA36

scaffolds prepared from PCL/PGA/PEO powders cryomilled for

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of PCL/PGA/PEO (40 : 10 : 50) powders cryomilled for (a–c) 36 and (d–f) 90 min. Three magnifications are shown.
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36 min. It can be seen that the scaffolds were porous, which is

confirmed by the gravimetric results (Table I). The high-

magnification micrograph provided in Figure 3(c) reveals sev-

eral interesting features of the scaffolds. First, the structure is

characterized by two co-continuous networks of cylindrical

pores and cylindrical walls exhibiting a smooth texture; how-

ever, the pore network contains inclusions. These inclusions are

most likely PGA inclusions, which were entrapped in the PEO

phase and settled down on the cylindrical walls upon PEO

extraction. These inclusions will, most likely, affect cell penetra-

tion into the scaffold and the scaffold’s compressive strength.

Furthermore, they will affect scaffold degradation behavior,

especially during the early stages, when PGA degrades fast and

probably catalyzes the degradation of the scaffold.

The pore size distribution appeared unimodal with a mean pore

size estimated at �56 lm, which is within the optimum pore

sizes for cell ingrowth, 20–60 lm17; but less than that reported

optimal for tissue regeneration, 100 and 500 lm.1,17 However,

pore size may be increased by lowering cryomilling time and/or

increasing molding temperature.19,20 Furthermore, pore sizes

were smaller than those obtained from the PCL36 control scaf-

folds prepared at the same cryomilling time, with mean pore

size estimated at �80 lm [Figure 3(d–f)]. This may be attrib-

uted to the PGA filler confinement effect, which may slow or

hinder coarsening of the polymer phases.

Calculated porosities and levels of continuity for the scaffolds

are reported in Table I. Porosity values are lower than the theo-

retically predicted ones (Table I). The reason behind this

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of scaffolds molded at 1008C and made from (a–c) PCL/PGA/PEO (40 : 10 : 50) powders and (d–f) PCL/PEO (50 : 50)

powders cryomilled for 36 min. Three magnifications are shown.

Table I. Characteristics of PCL/PGA Scaffolds and Control Samples Milled for Two Different Cryomilling Times: 36 and 90 Min and Molded at 1008C

Scaffold designation PCL/PGA36 PCL/PGA90 PCL36 PCL90

Mean pore size (lm) 56 6 10 24 6 2 80 6 4 36 6 5

Porosity (%) 49.56 6 0.33 48.62 6 0.33 49.11 6 0.41 46.67 6 1.98

Continuity of PEO (%) 101.12 6 0.59 98.39 6 0.19 99.45 6 0.69 97.40 6 0.10

Theoretical porositya (%) 55.3 55.3 50.2 50.2

Water uptake (%) 81.45 6 1.36 85.60 6 2.76 64.63 6 4.45 86.05 6 2.36

Volume occupied with water (%) 47.77 6 0.73 50.30 6 1.43 35.67 6 2.54 48.23 6 1.39

Volumetric changew–d (%) 20.86 6 0.61 22.49 6 0.72 25.12 6 0.43 29.59 6 0.62

Compressive modulus (MPa) 25.51 6 1.06 23.47 6 4.35 59.07 6 0.48 83.69 6 3.36

Compressive strength re50.1 (MPa) 1.15 6 0.05 1.77 6 0.11 3.07 6 0.02 4.11 6 0.03

a Theoretical porosity was estimated from the volume fraction of porogen in the scaffold, assuming that 50% of PGA was lost with leached PEO; vol-
ume of scaffold was calculated from volumes of its constituents (PGA, PEO, and PCL); masses of constituents were estimated from their respective
percentages of the measured mass of the scaffold before leaching PEO.
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discrepancy is that theoretical porosity has been calculated grav-

imetrically assuming homogeneous mixing of all polymers, and

thus extraction of all PEO porogen and 50% of the PGA. How-

ever, as previously mentioned, PGA particles are deposited in

the scaffolds reducing accessible porosity.

These results thus confirm the co-continuous structure, since

the part remaining after dissolution of the porogen is self-

supporting and has a mass approximately equal to that in the

original blend; in other measures, porosity is approximately

equal to the volume fraction of the porogen(s) and the porogen

phase is almost 100% continuous, i.e., interconnected. The

results demonstrate the feasibility of creating interconnected

porous scaffolds from blends using the CCM-SPL approach.

They illustrate that the incorporation of the PGA filler does not

inhibit the formation of a co-continuous morphology. They fur-

ther reveal the high degree of mixing obtained by cryogenic

milling. However, filler residue may block some of the pores if

it remains in the scaffold after porogen extraction.

Table I further reports water uptake, percentage of scaffold

wet volume occupied by water, and percentage change in scaf-

fold volume. The water uptake is high; scaffolds were filled to

�82% of the weight of the porous scaffolds by water. In other

words, about 96% of the scaffold’s wet porosity was filled by

water. It should be mentioned here that some of the scaffold

void volume was filled by the PGA inclusions decreasing the

amount of space available for water uptake. These results illus-

trate that most of the scaffolds’ internal porosity is accessible

to aqueous solutions. Comparing these scaffolds to the PCL

control scaffolds with �65% water uptake reveals a �26%

increase in water uptake with the same milling time. However,

Aghdam et al. reported a 78% increase in water uptake of

84% porosity electrospun PCL/PGA(80/20) blend nanofibrous

scaffolds.12 Nonetheless, this increase cannot be only attributed

to the PGA, since the PCL/PGA36 scaffolds had smaller pores,

which may have caused the increase in water uptake. Further-

more, the addition of hydrophilic PEO can significantly

enhance the wetting ability of the scaffolds.8,42 The water

uptake (bulk water absorption) of scaffolds is a good indicator

of their bulk hydrophilicity.43 Hydrophilicity supports cell cul-

ture and growth, nutrients infiltration into the porous scaf-

folds, and homogeneous tissue regeneration.44,45 Therefore, the

hydrophilicity of the fabricated PCL/PGA scaffolds is signifi-

cant. Oh et al. listed some approaches used to improve hydro-

philicity of biodegradable polymer scaffolds; these include: (i)

coating with some hydrophilic polymers or cell-adhesive pro-

teins and (ii) blending with hydrophilic polymers such as dex-

tran and PEO derivatives.44 PEO is known to be compatible

with PCL,46 thus PEO residue may have strongly bonded to

the PCL matrix. In addition, the high cryomilling forces may

induce covalent chain scission, and subsequent chemical cou-

pling of the blend components, often termed in situ compati-

bilization.28 Thus, the probable bonding or grafting of PEO

onto PCL may have contributed to the higher scaffold hydro-

philicity. It should be mentioned here that several scaffold

properties such as degradation, wet mechanical properties, and

drug release kinetics are correlated to the wetting and water

uptake characteristics.

Compression tests were carried out on the porous scaffolds to

investigate their compressive properties. An essential condition

for tissue engineering scaffolds is to match the mechanical

properties of the healthy tissue until the regenerated tissue takes

over that particular function.4,6,16 None of the scaffolds failed

during testing; all tests were terminated when reaching 90% of

the capacity of the compression testing machine. The results of

the compression tests were interpreted in terms of r–e curves.

Figure 4 shows a typical r–e curve for the investigated PCL/

PGA36 scaffolds and the compressive properties derived from

the curves are summarized in Table I. These curves—which

consist of four zones: toe, linear elastic, plateau, and densifica-

tion—show typical behavior of porous polymeric foams under

compression.37,47,48 The co-continuous cylindrical scaffold mor-

phology imparts high stiffness and strength due to the thick

interconnected cylindrical walls; with compressive modulus val-

ues of 25.51 6 1.06 MPa, the scaffolds’ modulus is in the range

reported for human load-bearing tissue.49,50 However, the com-

pressive properties of these scaffolds are significantly lower than

those for the PCL36 control scaffolds fabricated at the same cry-

omilling time, which exhibited compressive moduli of �59

MPa, and compressive strengths at 10% strain of �3.1 MPa.

These results may be attributed to the smaller cylindrical wall

size which we earlier ascribed to the PGA filler confinement

effect, and/or to low adhesion between the PCL and PGA

phases, which should be unlikely with cryomilling, since the

process has been advocated to create stronger interfaces due to

physical entanglements and/or chemical bonding combined with

the massive amount of interfaces created by the milling pro-

cess.28–31 Furthermore, the PCL/PGA36 scaffolds occasionally

showed large porosities extending to the scaffolds surfaces,

which may be attributed to either trapped air bubbles or direc-

tional shrinkage during molding, and may have also caused

reduction and variability in the compressive properties. Still, the

compressive properties are better compared to scaffolds with

thin pore walls such as the PCL scaffolds fabricated with salt

Figure 4. Compression stress–strain curves for (a) PCL/PGA36 and (b)

PCL/PGA90 porous scaffolds. Inset figure shows a magnification of small

strain data. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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particulates,19 or dual salt/polyethylene glycol (PEG)

porogens.42

Thermal degradation of PCL/PGA36 scaffolds and as-received

pure powder components was investigated with TGA in a nitro-

gen atmosphere at a heating rate of 108C/min. Figure 5 shows

the thermogravimetric (TG) and derivative thermogravimetric

(DTG) curves for the pure powder components and the scaf-

folds. The peak degradation temperatures (Td) of the PCL,

PGA, and PEO pure powders were 408, 388, and 4048C, respec-

tively. PGA curve shows weight loss starting at �2808C, assuring

that the polymer did not decompose during the DSC investiga-

tions. Residual masses reveal the presence of minor amounts of

impurities or polymer carbonization for the PGA and PEO

polymers. Scaffolds’ TG curves show the superimposed effect of

the PGA component addition on the PCL curve, with an earlier

and accelerated startup of degradation upon the incorporation

of the PGA. Similarly, the residual mass showed a minor

increase. Finally, the Td of the PCL (4048C) did not change sig-

nificantly, suggesting no significant degradation due to the fab-

rication process.

The DSC thermal analysis was conducted between 21008C and

2608C in three scans—first heating, cooling, and second heat-

ing—to enable the collection of information about the existing

component materials as well as the physical structure developed

during processing due to the thermal and mechanical histories.

The DSC thermograms for the heating and cooling scans are

shown in Figure 6. The heating scans show, in increasing order

of temperature, the glass transition of PCL, the endothermic

melting peak of PCL crystallites overlapping with the glass tran-

sition of PGA, and finally, the endothermic melting peak of

PGA crystallites. On the other hand, the cooling scans show, in

decreasing order of temperature, the exothermic melt crystalli-

zation peak of PGA crystallites, the exothermic melt crystalliza-

tion peak of PCL crystallites overlapping with the glass

transition of PGA, and finally, the glass transition of PCL.

Tables II and III summarize the main information derived from

Figure 5. Thermogravimetric curves (TG and DTG) for (a) pure powder components and (b) scaffolds cryomilled for 36 min. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. DSC (a) first heating, (b) second heating and (c) cooling scans

for PCL/PGA36 scaffold samples recorded at 108C/min. [Color figure can

be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.

com.]
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the DSC heating and cooling curves, respectively, for the PCL/

PGA36 scaffolds as well as PCL36 control scaffolds and nonpo-

rous PCL36 scaffolds for comparison purposes. Some differences

can be seen between the first and second heating curves, which

correspond to materials properties after fabrication and after

erasing their thermal histories, respectively. These differences

will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Tg was estimated at the midpoint of the segment of the inflec-

tional tangent between the extrapolated onset and endpoint

temperatures. The Tg of the amorphous part of PCL appears at

about 2628C for all scaffolds in all DSC scans (Table II). The

melting peaks of PCL in the first scan appear at higher peak

temperatures (by �68C) than in the second scan; this may be

accredited to slower cooling rates during fabrication and, thus,

to the presence of larger, more perfect crystals.51 The melting

peaks in the first scan consist of multiple peaks (Figure 6)

which is attributed to multimodal crystal size distribution,52

with small size, less perfect crystals melting at lower tempera-

tures and/or crystal reorganization (crystal perfection) during

melting.52 Other experiments such as higher heating rate DSC

scans are necessary to provide more insight into the origin of

these peaks.52,53 On the other hand, the melting peaks in the

second scan only show low-temperature tails (Figure 6), which

is ascribed to dispersion of crystal sizes.52 It is worth noting

that Tm did not vary significantly, when compared to pure PCL.

Moreover, the crystallinities of PCL calculated from the first

scan are higher by �8% than those obtained from the second

scan (Table II), which is also attributed to the slower cooling

rates during fabrication. It should be mentioned, however, that

accurate determination of the enthalpies was difficult to achieve

due to difficulty in establishing a baseline for the integration,

especially with the overlapping PGA glass transition for PGA-

containing scaffolds. A straight-line baseline was used for all

peak integrations. DSC data for nonporous PCL36 scaffolds that

were made by cryomilling powders to 36 min follow the same

trends as the porous blend scaffolds, except for slightly lower

PCL crystallinities (Tables II and III).

The melting peak of PGA appears at �2228C in both heating

scans (Figure 6 and Table II). This is explained by the fact that

scaffolds were molded at 1008C, thus, below the melting and

crystallization temperatures of PGA (Tables II and III). The

crystallinity of PGA calculated from the first scan is higher (by

�5%) than that obtained from the second scan (Table II); this

is attributed to some crystallization occurring above the PGA

glass transition during the slow cooling of the molded scaffolds

(supplier reported Tm and Xc are 221.98C and 35.4%, respec-

tively). The DSC results, thus, do not indicate any discernible

compatibilization effects between the PCL and PGA polymers.13

However, the results demonstrate that the fabricated PCL/

PGA36 scaffolds are highly crystalline (Xc,PCL 5 64%; Xc,PGA 5

37%), showing higher melting temperatures and crystallinities

after fabrication (first scan) than after cooling from melt (sec-

ond scan). High crystallinity levels, in addition to pore wall

cylindrical structure, contribute to the high mechanical strength

of the scaffold. However, low PCL/PGA interfacial adhesion

negatively contributes to strength. Similar trends have been

reported for PCL, PLLA, and PCL/PLLA porous membranes

fabricated by a freeze-extraction method.53

Effect of Cryomilling Time

The effect of cryomilling time on scaffold pore morphology and

physical properties was investigated by milling PCL/PGA/PEO

powders for 90 min and then molding at 1008C. Figure 7(a–c)

shows the morphology of the scaffolds; mean pore size esti-

mated from the SEM images is 24 lm and the pore size distri-

bution was apparently unimodal. Thus, it is evident that pore

size decreases with increasing cryomilling time, which may be

attributed to a physical reduction in the scale of mixing with

increasing time. Same trends were obtained for PCL90 porous

scaffolds, which showed a decrease in mean pore size to 36 lm

[Figure 7(d–f)]. The calculated porosity values (Table I) for the

PCL/PGA90 scaffolds are slightly lower than those for the PCL/

PGA36 scaffolds. This is also attributed to the physical reduc-

tion in the scale of mixing with increasing cryomilling time

Table II. DSC Melting Data for PCL-Based Scaffold Samples

PCL PGA

Scaffold designation Tg (8C) Tm (8C) DHm (J/g) Xc (%) Tm (8C) DHm (J/g) Xc (%)

First heating scan

PCL/PGA36 261 64 271 64 222 213.6 37

PCL36 262 64 287 63

Nonporous PCL36 262 64 284 60

Second heating scan

PCL/PGA36 262 58 261 55 222 212.0 33

PCL36 263 57 277 55

Nonporous PCL36 262 57 275 53

Table III. DSC Crystallization Data for PCL-Based Scaffold Samples

PCL PGA

Cooling scan Tg (8C) Tc (8C) DHc (J/g) Tc (8C) DHc (J/g)

PCL/PGA36 262 29 52 185 12.5

PCL36 261 30 64

Nonporous PCL36 261 31 64
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and, thus, higher amounts of PEO and PGA trapped in the scaf-

folds. The water uptake was high; scaffolds were filled to �86%

of the weight of the porous scaffolds by water, i.e., about 100%

of the scaffolds’ wet porosity was filled by water. The difference

from scaffolds cryomilled at 36 min, though small, is statisti-

cally significant and may be attributed to small volumetric dif-

ferences and the increase in capillary pressure and water

holding capacity as pore size decreases. The compressive modu-

lus means (Table I) of these PCL/PGA90 scaffolds were not sig-

nificantly different from PCL/PGA36 due to large variability in

the values exhibited by the scaffolds cryomilled for 90 min.

Compressive strength (Table I), however, increased significantly

with increased time, corresponding to the smaller mean pore

size. These results imply that cryomilling time is an important

factor to control pore size as well as mechanical properties of

final scaffold.

Degradation Study

Hydrolytic in vitro degradation of the porous PCL/PGA36 scaf-

folds was performed in a PBS solution over a 5-week period in

an incubator at 378C under static conditions. The outcome of

the degradation in terms of mass loss and change of compres-

sive properties as a function of degradation time is reported in

Table IV and graphically shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, r–e
curves for the degraded samples over time are shown in Figure

9. The weight of the dried samples slowly decreased reaching

�90.5% of its initial value after 5 weeks of degradation. How-

ever, the samples did not show any apparent surface erosion or

fragmentation during degradation. Referring to the extremely

slow degradation rate of PCL and very fast rate of PGA,21–26

this weight loss may be accredited to the fast degradation of the

small PGA deposits, which should account for approximately

10% of the scaffolds weight, again assuming homogeneous mix-

ing of the polymers. This loss reassures the nature of the depos-

its and suggests an easy and effective way for removing PGA

residue from the internal pores of the scaffolds.

Analysis of the compression tests results revealed that the

strength of the samples slowly decreased reaching �76.5% of its

initial value after 5 weeks of degradation. Strength is correlated

with mass loss, since these deposits squeeze in the pores increas-

ing the resistance to the compressive force. The compressive

modulus, however, showed a marked decrease during the first

week down to �45.3% of its initial value, then progressively

decreased to �35% of its initial value after 5 weeks of degrada-

tion. Similar results were reported by Schindler et al. (2013) for

an electrospun 3 : 1 PCL/PGA–copolymer blend, with a marked

decrease during the first week followed by a progressive increase

in the following 5 weeks.13 These results may be attributed to

the interplay between several factors in the pore walls, such as

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of (a–c) PCL/PGA90 and (d–f) PCL90 scaffolds molded at 1008C. Three magnifications are shown.

Table IV. Mass and Mechanical Properties During In Vitro Degradation of PCL/PGA36 Scaffolds

Week 0 Week 1 Week 3 Week 5

Mass loss (%) – 0.80 6 0.11 5.14 6 0.40 9.43 6 0.15

Compressive modulus (MPa) 25.51 6 1.06 11.56 6 1.36 9.65 6 0.92 8.94 6 0.36

Compressive strength re50.1 (MPa) 1.15 6 0.05 1.09 6 0.05 0.92 6 0.05 0.88 6 0.08
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reduction in PGA molecular weight, PGA mass loss, and

changes in crystallinity during incubation, as well as the pres-

ence of large air voids in some scaffolds. The results are consist-

ent with PGA reported behavior, where mechanical integrity in

aqueous solution is lost between 2 and 4 weeks,25,26 which also

suggests that the addition of PCL prolonged the degradation of

the blend to more than 5 weeks.

In a comparable study, Lam et al. investigated the in vitro deg-

radation of 70% porous PCL scaffolds (6.5 3 6.5 3 13.5 mm3)

prepared from �1.7 mm filaments via a fused deposition mod-

eling (FDM) extruder in PBS (10 mL) at 378C for up to 6

months.53 They reported no differences in scaffold morphology

with an average mass loss of 0.72% at 6 months; while an

increase in compressive stiffness and yield strength (tested at

1 mm/min) from 2.4 to 3.6 MPa and 0.7 to 1.0 MPa, respec-

tively, was attributed to increased crystallinity during incuba-

tion. The results of our study illustrate the ability to manipulate

the PCL degradation through incorporation of PGA in a porous

structure. The scaffolds maintained their mechanical integrity

and high compressive properties after 5 weeks of degradation,

which represent an appropriate period of time for tissue culture

and degradation studies, suggesting their suitability in load-

bearing tissue engineering applications.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated the feasibility of producing intercon-

nected porous PCL/PGA scaffolds with two networks of inter-

connected cylindrical pores and pore walls using the CCM-SPL

approach allowing to blend otherwise immiscible components.

Addition of PGA resulted in interconnected �50% porous scaf-

folds with a similar morphology to the PCL scaffolds fabricated

under the same processing conditions, except for the smaller

mean pore sizes (24 and 56 lm) and the presence of appreci-

able amounts of inclusions filling the pores, which may be

removed via leaching the PEO under dynamic conditions to

drive these smaller inclusions out of the scaffold. Other PCL/

PGA scaffolds properties include higher hydrophilicity and

good compressive mechanical properties. Furthermore, those

blend scaffolds had an appreciably fast degradation compared

to degradation of PCL scaffolds reported in the literature and

PCL polymer slow degradation rates.53–55 The CCM-SPL proc-

essing of blended scaffold is a promising approach for design of

novel systems with tunable properties for tissue engineering.

Future work will concentrate on studies to increase pore size

and eliminate deposits.
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